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Focus on the use of proactive strategies.  These are 

used to make sure that a child has got what they 

need, reducing the chances of a child using behaviours 

that challenge. 

 
Puberty and Adolescence  

Advice for Boys 
  

  

 



 

When to start? Early!!  
  

 

Your child may need a longer period of time to adjust 

and understand any changes in their lives  

It is helpful to prepare for changes rather than be 

frightened by change 

 

How to talk to your child about puberty 
This can be a complex process for parents and 

children and can be even more complex when a child 

has a learning disability and/or Autism.  

 

Discuss it at a quiet time when the young person is 

calm  

 

 

Think about your language  
Use visuals to support learning e.g social story on the 

body changing 

 

Although children with learning disabilities go through 

puberty in the same way, it may be early for some and 

prolonged for others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Mood swings during puberty 
As puberty can be very difficult, mood swings can 

start to occur. All emotions begin to develop and 

there are many psychological effects too, for 

example: 

 Low self esteem 

 Aggression  

 Depression  

 Anxiety  

 

Some of behaviours can spark new reactions 

We may need to change our ways as our children 

develop 

This is because...  

New behaviours may develop. You may notice more 

stimming or other self-comforting behaviours. We 

may need to adapt our approach.  

 

Personal Hygiene  
· Make a “keeping clean” chart or visual 

timetable  

· Break tasks into small steps so that showering for 

example, includes a checklist for washing all body 

parts  

· Your child may not like certain scents/ consistencies. 

Allow them to help with the shopping and pick 

their own toiletries  

· Try different routines—your child may like the feel 

of a certain cloth and dislike the feel of the 

shower spray  on their head.  
 

 



 

Signs of puberty in boys 
  

Early signs in boys:  

 Testicles begin to grow and scrotum becomes 

thinner and red. 

 Pubic hair starts to appear. 

 

 

Later Signs of Puberty: After a year or so: 

 More growth in the Penis and Testicles.  

 Pubic hair becomes thicker and darker. 

 Underarm begins to develop hair.  

 Sweating more frequently 

 Pectoral’s begin to swell: This is normal. 

 Wet dreams begin to occur; Involuntary 

ejaculations. 

 Voices begin to break and become deeper.  

 Also have a growth spirt.  

 

 

Boys Into late puberty 

 Genitals look like an adults. 

 Pubic hair has spread to the inner thighs. 

 Facial hair begins to grow, boys may start 

shaving. 

 Boys growth starts to slow. 

 They may continue to get more muscular 

 Most boys have reached full adult maturity by 

the age of 18.  

 
 

 

 



 

 

Inappropriate behaviours  
  

Children who have trouble with impulse 

control may be too aggressive in social situations, 

others may have trouble putting off sexual urges in 

public situations.  

 

Children with poor social skills may read the social 

situation or social cues inaccurately, which may lead to 

expressing sexual desires inappropriately or they may 

avoid sexual activity or feelings altogether  

 

Keeping communication open with your child is 

important during this challenging time. Also remember 

that this is a normal part of life and all the feelings 

are completely normal. Try to strike a healthy balance 

between giving privacy and knowing when your child 

needs help or guidance.  

 

How to deal with these behaviour  
Complete behaviour diaries, to try and understand the 

purpose of the behaviours. 

 

Social stories and comic strip conversations can help 

discover how a child viewed the situation and to 

describe what to do in a social situation 

 

Circle concepts can demonstrate socially appropriate 

behaviour in different locations and contexts 

 

Ask at your child’s school, as they may be aware of 



groups in your area that may be able to help.  

  

 

Private and public places  

  
Give some guidelines as to the difference between 

public and private..e.g. bedroom is private  

 

Let children know who they can talk to about puberty. 

Talking to parents, etc. 

 

Start to knock before entering rooms to show the 

difference between public and private 

  
 

 


